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Reviews received so far

- Shawn Routhier
- Bernie Volz
- Tomek Mrugalski (during WGLC)

Group of supporters moving a draft forward
Vasily Perov, 1866, oil on canvas
WGLC Summary

- A single review received
- Kim addressed, uploaded -02

Looking for comments during WGLC
Jean-François Millet, 1857, oil on canvas
What happened?

DHCPv6 failover had almost universal support during adoption (lots of hands in room in support, many +1s during adoption).

So what happened?

- Why didn’t you respond?
- Not needed anymore?
- Too complex?
- So horribly broken that you didn’t want to touch it?
- WGLC too short?
- Don’t care anymore?
- Something else?

Contemplating WG feedback,
Pablo Picasso, 1901, oil on canvas
Choice A: another WGLC

- Will initiate another WGLC mid-August
- Review and post technical comments if you can
- Simply express your support if you can’t
Choice B: publish as is

- AD sponsored?
- Publish as experimental?
- IANA assignments:
  - Messages: Standards action
  - Options: Expert review and standards action

IESG member prepares for publication, Antonello de Messina, 1474, oil on wood
Choice C: drop the work

Working group determines the future of a draft
Rembrandt van Rijn, 1632, oil on canvas
Next steps?

DHCP enthusiasts rush to work
Józef Chełmoński, 1881, oil on canvas